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Speaking good Spanish isn't enough, you also
have to listen
A bus ride through Colombia taught Michael Evans that despite knowing a language well, it's still important
to pay close attention when locals are trying to tell you something
Michael Evans
Saturday 25 January 2014 09.01 GMT

I recently found myself stuck in southern Colombia during a student strike. Protesters were
blocking the Pan-American Highway, so I had no choice but to wait it out. After a few days, I
found a bus company that would take me to Cali, just north of the road blockage. Relief washed
over me, and a mental image of my comfortable bed came into focus.
Escape solutions headed to my mental back door and a new set of thoughts replaced them: "From
Cali, I can go to Buga, stay overnight at the Buga Hostel, then on to Ibagué the next day, where I
can catch a taxi back home to Líbano. I'll make beef stew for dinner when I get there." I had been
in English gear all morning and didn't realise it was time to shift back to Spanish. I vaguely
remember standing at the ticket counter, seeing the face of a dark-haired man mouthing
something, as he took my money and handed me a ticket.
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As I sat down in the bus, an invasive thought came to the forefront of my mind: "Get oﬀ the bus
now, just get oﬀ." I had a feeling that, in my haste to get unstuck, I'd missed some tidbit of
information. But I wasn't sure what it might be. I convinced myself I was being silly, took a
Dramamine tablet and promptly fell asleep just as the bus pulled out of the station.
About an hour later, I awoke, bouncing up and down in my seat. We were on a dirt road and dust
was pouring in through the windows. At that moment, I realised that the voiceless talking head at
the ticket counter was probably trying to tell me the bus would be taking an alternate route,
because protesters were blocking the highway. In that part of Colombia, areas east and west of the
Pan-American are trouble zones, so I knew our detour was not taking us to Disneyland.
At times, it seems as though my brain's hardwiring can only handle English, which presents a
challenge since I live and work in Colombia. The problem may stem from an underlying fear of
saying or doing something stupid when speaking Spanish. Unfortunately, such fears have a way of
turning into self-fulﬁlling prophecies.
To work around the hardwiring issue, I send a message to my brain, telling it to listen and think in
Spanish, whenever I step out into the world. It's my way of switching gears. It works, at least most
of the time. But when an unexpected complication rears its ugly head, my brain tends to switch
back into full English gear to ﬁnd a solution. Rapid-ﬁre mental dialogue takes over, presenting
options and likely outcomes – all, of course, in English. I inadvertently block out every voice
around me, even when I'm engaged in conversation. This is the point at which a new
misadventure often begins.
As a travel writer, I work hard to reassure my readers that much of Colombia is reasonably safe. I
often use the analogy that staying safe is like avoiding a dangerous neighbourhood. Just don't go
there. It's that easy. That is, it's easy as long as you don't tune out when someone – perhaps a
ticket vendor – is trying to oﬀer you important information.
As we travelled along the ridge of a mountain, a small city appeared in the valley below.
"Suuuarrreeeez," the man sitting next to me said. The other passengers whipped out their
cellphones and started snapping pictures, as if it they were marveling at some mythical place they
never thought they'd see. They began talking amongs themselves, a chatter so thick with emotion
that I couldn't make out a single word.
But the name "Suarez" immediately rang a bell. Actually, it was more like lights blazing in front of
my eyes and a siren going oﬀ in both ears. I was in the middle of a red zone. A little more than two
years ago, the Colombian military killed the leader of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of
Colombia (Farc), Colombia's most notorious rebel organisation, in Suarez. And a month before my
trip, the army had discovered and broken up several Farc camps in the forests outside Suarez.
As I looked around the bus, I noticed that all of the other passengers were indigenous people. And
there I sat, with my gleaming white skin and a US passport in my pocket. For a brief moment, I
imagined rebels stopping and raiding the bus. They would kidnap me and take me deep into the
jungle, where I'd live in a bamboo cage for the next few years. I would adopt a howler monkey to
keep me company. I would name him Lorenzo, dress him in a grass skirt, and teach him to fetch
fruit from nearby trees.
But none of that happened. The bus continued down the mountain, drove through the weathered
streets of Suarez and made it safely to Cali. My suitcase was a dusty mess, but I was unperturbed.
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2014/jan/25/keep-focused-travelling-abroad-languages
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My unexpected detour didn't sway my opinion about Colombia's safety. I still consider it a great
place for a holiday. But I did learn a new lesson about adopting a second language and living in a
foreign land: always mind the gears.
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CHAPTER TEN
Traveler’s Colombia

Getting to Colombia
Travel to and from Colombia is becoming easier every year. Dozens of
airlines operate direct flights from major North American and European cities
to Colombian destinations such as Bogotá, Medellín, Cali, Cartagena, and
even Armenia, located in the heart of the Coffee Triangle. In low season, you
can often find flights between Colombia and the United States for as little as
$450 round trip. Flights between Bogotá and Miami take less than four hours.
Let’s take a quick look at a few airlines that offer direct flights to
Colombia’s three major cities.
Bogotá’s El Dorado International Airport:
Airline

Direct flights to:

American Airlines

Miami, Dallas/Fort Worth
Miami, New York, Madrid, Fort Lauderdale, London,
New York, Washington, Mexico City, Orlando
Fort Lauderdale
Mexico City, Cancun, Panama City
Atlanta, New York
Houston, Miami, Newark
Mexico City
Paris
Toronto
Fort Lauderdale, Orlando
Amsterdam

Avianca
Spirit Airlines
Copa Airlines
Delta
United
Aeroméxico
Air France
Air Canada
Jet Blue
KLM
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Medellín’s José María Córdova International Airport:
Airline

Direct flights to:

American Airlines
JetBlue Airways
Avianca
Spirit Airlines

Miami
Fort Lauderdale
Fort Lauderdale, Orlando, Miami, New York, Madrid
Fort Lauderdale

Cali’s Alfonso Bonilla Aragón International Airport:
Airline

Direct flights to:

American Airlines
Avianca
Copa Airlines
KLM

Miami
Miami, New York, Madrid
Panama City, Panama
Amsterdam

Getting around Colombia
In the past, Colombians typically traveled around the country by bus,
because flights within the country were too expensive. Bus travel is still quite
popular and multitudes of companies offer routes that will connect you with
just about any city or small town in the country. The exceptions are isolated
places such as towns and cities in the Amazon region.
Due to Colombia’s strict safety regulations, most bus companies operate
fleets of well-maintained buses and vans. Nonetheless, all bus companies are
not created equal, so it’s worth paying a little extra to travel in style. Fares
vary widely and tend to run higher when traveling from south to north.
Colombia’s best bus companies include:
• Bolivariano; website: www.bolivariano.com.co
• Copetran; website: www.copetran.com.co
• Libertadores; website: www.coflonorte.com
• Expreso Palmira; website: www.expresopalmira.com.co
• Expresso Brasilia; website: www.expresobrasilia.com

Domestic flights
A new air carrier, VivaColombia (website: www.vivacolombia.co), began
operating domestically in 2009, offering flights so cheap that it often makes
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more sense to fly between major cities, rather than spend hours on the bus.
Best of all, other airlines, including LAN and Avianca, work hard to compete
with VivaColombia’s prices, so you often have numerous options for low-cost
domestic flights.
Competitive airfares make it easier to see more of the country and give you
more options when searching for a city to live in, because you’re just a short
flight away from most major cities.
Here’s a glance at a few of the great domestic airfares you’ll find in
Colombia:
Airline

Round trip airfare

VivaColombia

$51—Bogotá to Medellín

EasyFly

$110—Medellín to Pereira

VivaColombia

$61—Cali to Bogotá

VivaColombia

$98—Cali to Cartagena

Avianca

$103—Bucaramanga to Medellín

EasyFly

$149—Barranquilla to Bucaramanga

LAN

$82—Bogotá to Cúcuta

Inner city transport
Even most small towns have a local bus service. And most large cities have
multiple public and private bus companies that can take you anywhere you
need to go. Since public transportation is cheap—less than $1 in most cities—
local transportation costs won’t put a dent in your pocketbook.
Major cities have rapid transit systems that can take you from one side
of the city to the other in just a few minutes. For instance, Medellín has
the metro system, a rapid transit train system that cuts across the concrete
jungle. Bogotá has Transmilenio, a wide-reaching bus system that uses
dedicated traffic lanes.
Local governments regulate taxi fares and most towns and cities have
minimum fares. For example, the minimum fare in my small town is COP
3,000 ($1.50) and Pereira’s minimum fare is COP 4,200 ($2.10). Taxis in most
cities have meters, along with rate charts in the passenger section of the car.
That makes it easy for you to see the rate you must pay.
If you decide to buy a car, expect to pay through the nose at the pumps,
because Colombia’s gasoline prices often exceed $5 a gallon.
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Places to go, things to see
You can spend a lifetime in Colombia and still not see everything. There
is something for everyone here. If you love cultural attractions such as
museums, music, theatre, and dance, Colombia has you covered. If you’re an
outdoor lover, you can discover everything from Amazon jungles to pristine
Caribbean beaches to snowcapped volcanoes. And if you’re a history buff, you
can explore colonial era battlegrounds and pre-Columbian archeological sites.

Explore colonial Colombia
You’ll see remnants of Colombia’s colonial era almost everywhere you go.
A colonial home here, a colonial building there, and lots of plaques marking
historical sites. Attempts at preservation has been mixed here. Some cities
have well-preserved historical centers, while many small towns have allowed
their colonial homes and buildings to deteriorate into piles of termite-infested
sawdust. Nonetheless, if the charm and rich history of the colonial era takes
your fancy, you’ll never run out of places to explore in Colombia.
Here are a few of our favorite places to visit:

Cartagena
A British expat living in Colombia refers to Cartagena as a place for
movie stars. That’s because celebrities such as Mick Jagger, Anderson
Cooper, Anthony Bourdain, and Bill Gates are often sighted there. A few
have reportedly fallen so in love with Cartagena that they’ve bought homes
there. And you need to be a well-paid entertainer or business tycoon to live in
Cartagena’s historic district, because homes start at around $1 million. But,
you don’t need to be a millionaire to spend a relaxing weekend soaking up all
the culture and charm Cartagena has to offer.
Even during Colombia’s darkest years, the rich and famous visited
Cartagena to soak up the Caribbean sun and delve into the city’s rich culture.
Nobel Prize winning author Gabriel García Márquez romanticized Cartagena
in his books and stars such Rita Hayworth often visited to attend the annual
film festival. Cartagena has also served as the backdrop for many memorable
films, including Love in the Time of Cholera, The Mission, and Romancing the
Stone.
Many of the brightly colored homes and buildings in Cartagena’s historic
district date to the early 16th century. In 1984, UNESCO deemed Cartagena
a World Heritage Site for its authentic fortifications and stunning original
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monuments. Here’s a shortlist of must-see attractions you should check out
when visiting Cartagena:
• Bolívar Square
• Gold and Archaeological Museum
• Castle of San Felipe de Barajas
• Palace of the Inquisition
• San Pedro Claver Cathedral
• Temple of Santo Domingo
• Mucura Island
But you don’t need to wear holes in your shoes to enjoy Cartagena’s rich
environment. Sitting in an outdoor café, you can enjoy a plate of fresh seafood,
while listening to traditional champeta music and watching the celebrities
stroll by. Or perhaps you can take a sunset cruise or rejuvenate your body,
mind, and soul in one of Cartagena’s luxury spas. Cartagena is the capital
of the Bolívar department—home to nearly 1 million people—so you’ll also
find plenty of modern-day conveniences and attractions outside the historic
district.
Visiting Cartagena isn’t cheap, but it doesn’t have to be expensive, either.
Rooms in corporate-owned or boutique hotels cost between $150 and $300, but
you can also find wonderful accommodation for under $100 per night.

Salento
Colombians call Salento “The Father of Quindío” because it was the first
town founded in the Quindío department, back in 1842. But unlike Cartagena,
Salento is home to just a few thousand people, offering lots of small-town
charm—the perfect place to enjoy a relaxing weekend.
Many of Salento’s original colonial homes have survived, particularly
near the town center. But North American rock stars aren’t snatching up
Salento’s colonial gems for Latin American getaways. In fact, even in the main
plaza, it’s common to see white-haired Colombians sitting on the second-floor
balconies of their homes. Such quaintness is one aspect that makes Salento
such a charming place to visit.
In the main plaza, a statue of Simón Bolívar—El Libertador—watches over
the town, surrounded by brightly colored colonial buildings.
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Salento lies in the heart of Colombia’s Coffee Triangle. If you’re a
coffee lover, or simply enjoy breathtaking scenery, you can take a farm
tour, where you’ll learn all about the coffee growing process. One farm,
Finca Don Eduardo (website: www.theplantationhousesalento.com/coffee/
coffeefarmtours/), even offers basic accommodation in a building surrounded
by beautiful coffee fields.

Salento is the heart of Colombia’s coffee country

On weekends, Colombians in the region flock to Salento to enjoy a plate of
trout—the town’s most popular dish—and hike in the Cocora Valley which lies
on the Los Nevados National Natural Park and is home to Colombia’s national
tree, the wax palm. These towering beauties grow to heights of 160 feet and
live for more than 100 years. Trails snaking through the valley offer a great
escape for a weekend hike, or a week of backcountry trekking. Along the way,
you’ll pass cattle ranches and stately colonial homes. And if you carry on along
one main trail, you’ll enter a lush rainforest, where you might encounter a
host of exotic critters such as pumas, toucans, and spectacled bears.
One of the best ways to enjoy Salento and the surrounding countryside is
on horseback. This area has a strong horse culture, which dates back to its
colonial roots. Horseback tours start in the main plaza, or you can rent a horse
at the mouth of Cocora Valley. Several horseback tour companies even take
you along the historic national highway, the very roadway that Símon Bolívar
traveled. Costs range from $12 to $25.
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For a small town, Salento has an astounding number of great restaurants,
many owned by expats. Steps from the main plaza, you can find great Italian
and Indian cuisines, even an American-style diner that serves mouthwatering
Philly cheesesteak sandwiches. And after a long day of exploring Salento’s
colonial past, you can sit back in a café and enjoy a cup of Colombia’s world
famous coffee.

Colombia’s national parks
Did you know that Colombia is the second most biodiverse nation in the
world behind Brazil? Colombia has nearly 2,000 bird species, more than 250
type of palm trees, and almost 3,000 species of vertebrates. And it has nearly
60 protected areas, encompassing more than 55,000 square miles.
If you’re an outdoor lover, you’ll never run out of natural attractions to
explore in Colombia. Sure, you’d expect to find dense jungles and rugged
mountains, but what about Colombia’s amazing deserts and coral reefs? We
can’t tell you about all of Colombia’s spectacular parks, we’d need to write
another book for that, but here are a few breathtaking places you can add to
your list of future adventures.

Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta National Natural Park
Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta Natural Park encompasses almost 1,500
square miles and straddles the borders of the Cesar, Magdalena, and La
Guajira departments in northern Colombia. The park has something for
everyone. It’s not just packed with natural beauty, it’s also home to 30,000
members of Colombia’s oldest indigenous tribes. In fact, UNESCO declared the
park a World Heritage Site and a Biosphere Reserve more than 35 years ago.
You can access Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta Natural Park from the
Caribbean city of Santa Marta. The park holds the world’s tallest seaside
mountain range, reaching heights of nearly 19,000 feet above sea level. It’s
a favorite destination for all types of outdoor lovers, from bird watchers to
mountain climbers. And it’s home to an array of exotic creatures, including
tapirs, condors, and jaguars.
The park also has an archeological site, called Teyuna Archaeological Park,
where scientists from around the world come to study a collection of ancient
societies. The Ijka and Kogi tribes still inhabit the park, carrying on spiritual
and cultural traditions that have spanned the ages.
Most tourists long to visit the park’s main archeological attraction, Ciudad
Perdida, which translates to the “Lost City” in English. Located deep inside
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the dense jungle, Ciudad Perdida dates to 700 A.D. Back then, the community
served as a major city, with as many as 3,000 inhabitants. Tours to Ciudad
Perdida require several days of trekking and the park service limits the
annual number of tourists that can visit the site. If you’re up to the challenge
its best to arrange a tour through a qualified travel agency such as Magic
Tour Colombia (website: www.magictourcolombia.com).

Tayrona National Natural Park
Tayrona National Natural Park lies adjacent to Sierra Nevada de Santa
Marta Natural Park and encompasses 58 square miles of land and sea.
Tayrona’s dense forests are home to a variety of animal species, including
pumas, bats, deer, condors, and chattering howler monkeys.

©Creative Commons/Jorge Lascar

Perhaps Tayrona’s most sought after attraction is its stunning marine life.
Divers come from around the world to explore the park’s coral reefs, home to
an estimated 1,000 marine creatures.

Tayrona National Park attracts divers for its many marine creatures

Los Nevados National Natural Park
From my home in Líbano, I can see the snowcapped peaks of the Nevado
del Ruiz volcano, the centerpiece of Los Nevados National Natural Park. This
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Central Andean national park covers 225 square miles and has eight volcanos,
two of which are in eruption cycles at the time of this writing. The Tolima
volcano, which towers more than 17,000 feet above sea level, is the park’s
tallest mountain.
Los Nevados is one of Colombia’s most diverse national parks, with
rainforests at lower elevations and barren, snow-covered granite at higher
elevations. And because of its extreme biodiversity, it’s the perfect home for a
wide variety of plants and animals. You’ll find more than 2,000 plant species,
living in harmony with creatures such as spectacled bears, mountain tapirs,
cougar, condors, yellow-eared parrots, and ruddy ducks.
With such a range of elevations, climates, and terrains, you’ll have a
wonderful mix of outdoor activities to choose from. Otún Lake is a great place
to cast your line for trout and the thermal spring at El Ruiz is the perfect spot
for a little natural healing.
You won’t find fancy hotels within Los Nevados National Natural Park, but
it does have a lodge that offers basic accommodation. Numerous companies in
Manizales offer tours, mountain climbing expeditions, and treks through the
park.

Amacayacu National Natural Park
You won’t need a winter parka to explore Amacayacu National Natural
Park. It’s located in the heart of Amazonas, where temperatures hover around
80° F year round. The park covers a massive 1,600 square miles, much of
which is flooded during the rainy season—November to April.
Amacayacu National Natural Park is one of Colombia’s most isolated
protected areas. In fact, the only way to get there is via plane to the city of
Leticia. From there, you enter the park by boat along the Amazon River. Once
you arrive, you’ll find yourself surrounded by all the wild beauty the jungle
has to offer.
Amacayacu is home to deer, jaguars, tapirs, sloths, pink river dolphins,
crocodiles, and more monkeys than you ever wanted to meet. The Ticuna tribe
also inhabits the park, living traditional lives in thatched-roofed huts along
the river.
The park has only one lodge, operated by Colombia’s park service, offering
basic accommodation. To visit the park, you must hire a professional guide,
which you can arrange in Leticia. Before traveling to Amacayacu, or any other
jungle location, it’s best to get a yellow fever vaccination. And once you arrive,
use mosquito repellants and mosquito nets when sleeping.
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Gorgona National Natural Park
Mosquitos are a concern when you visit Gorgona Natural National Park,
too, but the biggest threat in this Pacific island park is snakes—thousands
and thousands of poisonous snakes. In fact, the presence of so many venomous
creatures led Colombian officials to establish a prison there, which operated
until 1984. The country’s most dangerous criminals served their sentences
on the island and only one managed to escape. Authorities transferred the
prisoners to the mainland long ago, but the prison remains. Today, the
building lies overgrown by thick jungle vegetation—an eerie reminder of its
dark past.
Snakes and prisoners don’t paint a very pretty picture of a national
park, but Gorgona has lots of amazing natural landscapes and creatures to
explore and discover. Frequent rains deliver a regular supply of nutrients
to Gorgona’s soil, creating a thick, rich jungle environment. Gorgona is the
exclusive home of the blue anole, a bright-blue lizard. It’s also home to sloths,
capuchin monkeys, and nearly 150 species of exotic birds.
From August to October, visitors come to Gorgona with one mission in
mind—whale watching. During these months around 1,000 humpback whales
frolic in the warm waters off the island, along with numerous aquatic friends,
including sperm whales, hammerhead sharks, dolphins, and sea lions.
Gorgona Island is located off the coast of Buenaventura and only accessible
by boat—a 12-hour voyage. The park has only one lodge so you must arrange
your visit through the park service or a travel agency.

Iguaque National Natural Park
You might not expect to see beautiful desert landscapes in Colombia, but
that’s exactly what you’ll find at the Iguaque National Natural Park. Situated
in north-central Colombia, the park encompasses 26 square miles, including
Lake Iguaque.
Iguaque is more than simply a plant and animal sanctuary; it’s also a
sacred place. According to the Muisca Indians, Lake Iguaque is the spot where
the gods first created water on earth. It is also where an ancient goddess
walked from the water and delivered the planet’s first child—a boy.
You won’t find tour buses, or even roads, in Iguaque, so you’ll need to strap
on your hiking boots for this amazing outdoor adventure. But don’t worry, this
region of Colombia enjoys mild temperatures of 53° F to 64° F. Along the trail,
you’ll discover all types of beautiful flora, including ferns, orchids, myrtles,
and lichens, along with numerous bird species.
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You’ll only have one choice for accommodation in the park, the Iguaque
Fauna and Flora Sanctuary and you’ll need to make a reservation in advance.
The lodge offers basic accommodation, mostly dormitories, as well as camping
spots.

National park fees
Many Colombian national parks charge an entrance fee, which varies
widely. Some parks charge as little as $10, but more remote ones charge much
higher rates. Also, park authorities place strict limits on the number of people
who can enter certain protected areas within parks. So it’s always best to plan
your trip in advance to make all necessary arrangements.

Cultural attractions
Colombians love culture. When world-renowned painter Fernando
Botero—a Medellín native, who now lives abroad—steps off a plane in Bogotá,
Colombia responds as if a royal has arrived. And when Nobel Prize winning
author and Colombia native Gabriel García Márquez died in 2014, Colombia’s
president called for three days of national mourning. Access to the arts is not
exclusive in Colombia, it’s made available to everyone. And Colombians treat
their artists with the utmost respect.
So what is there to see and experience in Colombia, culturally speaking?
Just about anything and everything. For a weekend of culture, I love to visit
Bogotá, where I can wander through museums, attend a concert, or enjoy a
food festival. But cities all over the country have amazing cultural attractions
and event. Here’s a look at just a few:

National Museum of Colombia
The National Museum of Colombia (website: www.museonacional.gov.co),
located near downtown Bogotá, is the first place new expats should visit in
Colombia. It has all types of exhibits, ranging from historical treasures to
modern art to pop culture. It’s located in a 19th-century former prison and
always has something new and exciting. The architecture alone makes this
place worth a visit. Its long, wide halls, stone walls, and creaky wood floors
form an awe-inspiring atmosphere.
The museum holds more than 20,000 pieces, including pre-Columbian
antiquities, works by Fernando Botero, afro-Colombian art, colonial-era
antiques, and items that belonged to Latin American liberators. While you
can always enjoy the museum’s permanent exhibits, it has exciting temporary
exhibits too, ranging from contemporary photography to sports memorabilia.
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Botero Museum

If you aren’t
familiar with
Botero’s work, don’t
worry, because your
education will begin
as soon as you step
foot on Colombian
soil. You’ll see pillows,
mugs, posters,
t-shirts, mouse pads,
shower curtains, just
about anything with
Botero’s paintings
plastered on them.
Fernando Botero is a national treasure in Colombia
And once you discover
and his work can be seen all around the country
Botero, you’ll never
forget his work, and
likely will fall in love with it. His trademark rotund characters illustrate all
manner of Colombian life and history, including the drug wars and everyday
Catholicism.

Bogotá Gold Museum
You’ll find gold museums all over Colombia, but the Bogotá Gold Museum
(website: www.banrepcultural.org/museo-del-oro) is the granddaddy of them
all. The museums holds more than 30,000 gold pieces excavated from pre-
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An estimated 500,000 people visit the Botero museum (website:
www.banrepcultural.org/museo-botero) each year. As I mentioned, Fernando
Botero is a revered figure here. Bank of the Republic owns and operates the
museum, which they
started with more
than 200 pieces
donated by Botero
himself. While most of
the collection features
works by Botero, it
also includes pieces
by other international
artists.

Columbian archeological sites all over Colombia. The institution doesn’t
discriminate, because it also holds more than 20,000 pieces of ceramic, textile,
and stone. This is also a great place to visit if you love antiquities, or if you
want to learn more about Colombia’s indigenous roots.

Bogotá Philharmonic
Although most major Colombian cities have symphony orchestras, the
Bogotá Philharmonic (website: www.filarmonicabogota.gov.co) is the most
renowned and important. Founded in 1967, the philharmonic performs
nearly 150 times a year and often offers free public concerts at Bogotá
universities. Like most great symphony orchestras, the Bogotá Philharmonic
primarily concentrates on delivering classical performances. However, it also
participates in all types of music festivals, including Rock in the Park, Hip
Hop in the Park, Jazz in the Park, and Opera in the Park, which take place at
various times throughout the year.
This is actually a really fun symphony orchestra. I’ve seen them several
times, including a performance with one of Colombia’s most popular pop
bands. People aged from 8 to 80 were dancing in the aisles at the symphony
hall.

Salsa dancing
Even if you have two left feet, you’ll have to give salsa dancing a try. And
don’t think you’ll get away with the “Oh no, I’m not a good dancer” line,
because someone will grab you and drag you out under the mirror ball. This is
Colombia and in Colombia, everyone has to dance.
You’ll find salsa dancing clubs and schools all over Colombia, but to see
dancing at its best, head to Cali. During the first week in August, salsa
dancers from around the world come to Cali for contests and festivals,
including the annual World Salsa Cali Festival. Cali’s most popular salsa
nightclubs include Kukaramakara, Changó Club, Tropical Cocktails, and
Delirio.

Vallenato music
Vallenato, a form of folk music, was born in Colombia. You’ll hear this
unique music all over the country, in buses, on radios, in TV shows, at
concerts, and blasting out of your neighbor’s stereo system. You can’t escape
vallenato in Colombia, whether you love it or hate it.
Vallenato bands use a variety of instruments that produce a truly
distinctive sound, including accordions, small drums, and pieces of dried sugar
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cane, which musicians stroke with a stick to produce a scraping sound. Even
if vallenato isn’t your cup of tea, you’ll have a blast dancing to it at the New
Year’s Eve gatherings.

Colombian festivals
Colombia has 20 national holidays each year. And if that’s not enough
special days for you, they also host a slew of festivals throughout the year.
Here’s a glance at some of our favorites:

January
Carnival of Blacks and Whites: The Carnival of Blacks and Whites, held
in Pasto, celebrates the cultural, ethnic, and racial differences of Colombians.
The event features parades, period costumes, dancing, music, and the mother
of all water balloon fights.

March
Barranquilla Carnival: The Barranquilla Carnival is so exciting, that the
folks at UNESCO deemed it a World Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible
Heritage of Humanity. The event features parades, music, dancing, colorful
floats, and beautiful, scantily clad dancers. Who could ask for more?

April
Holy Week in Popayán: Popayán has been holding Holy Week
processions for around 400 years and they’ve perfected their performances.
The processions take place over an eight-day period and feature a huge
elaborate alter, carried by strong, but very weary men. The event also includes
an orchid show, free concerts, and other cultural offerings.

July
Medellín’s Colombiamoda: Colombia has a host of incredibly talented
fashions designers. Want to see what they’ve been up to? Then go to Medellín’s
Colombiamoda, where you can pull up a chair next to the runway and check
out what the in-crowd will be wearing next season.

August
Wind and Kite Festival: In August, when winds blow all over Colombia,
you’ll see kites flying everywhere. You’ll also see more than a few casualties
dangling from tree limbs and power lines. But the place to be is the lovely
colonial town of Villa de Leyva, where you can enjoy the most popular kite
festival in all of Colombia. It features wind and kites.
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A Day of Art, History and Food
in Bogota, Colombia’s Capital
By Michael Evans

B

efore moving to small-town Colombia, I lived
in Bogotá, where I indulged in the things
I love most—art, history, and food. Every
weekend I would set out on foot to discover
the city’s restaurants, museums, and galleries.
And I found them. If you’re new to Bogotá, it can be
hard to find the city’s deepest treasures. After all, it’s a big
place, with nearly eight million inhabitants. So here’s my
advice on how to jump headlong into a cultural adventure.
Breakfast: An active day in the metropolis calls for
protein and carbs, and there’s no better place to fuel up
than Desayunadero de la 42. Located at the corner of
Carrera 14 and Calle 42, Desayunadero de la 42 has been
serving delicious breakfasts for more than 40 years.
Housed in a colonial-style building, this family-owned
restaurant is an early-morning hot-spot for weekend
merrymakers and a hangout for Bogotá’s elite, like former
mayor Antanas Mockus, who drops by to energize his
political engines.
Desayunadero serves a huge selection of breakfast
dishes, from Santander-style tamales to chicken soup
with eggs, to omelets, to beans with rice—a Colombian
tradition—with prices ranging from $3 to
$9. See: Desayunaderodela42.com.
Museo Botero: A trip to Museo
Botero is like a crash course in Colombian
culture, with a twist of humor and political
cynicism thrown in for fun. The museum
centers on a large collection of artwork
donated by Colombian artist Fernando
Botero, including his drawings, sculptures,
and paintings. It also includes pieces by
international artists such as Willem de
Kooning, Claude Monet, Pablo Picasso, and
Salvador Dalí.
Botero turned 80 in 2012 but still
cranks out work that delights the art world.
The matador-turned-artist’s trademark style transforms his
subjects into rotund caricatures that illustrate his view of
everything from religion to the family cat.
Museo Botero occupies a beautiful colonial mansion
on Calle 11 in the heart of La Candelaria, Bogotá’s
historic center. It is one of three museums housed in
the same complex. The Museo de Arte, Museo Botero’s
neighbor, displays works by contemporary Colombian and
international artists. Casa de Moneda exhibits Colombian
currency from the colonial era to the present day.
Like most Bogotá museums, Museo Botero costs less
than $2 to visit. See: Banrepcultural.org/museo-botero.
Lunch: After a morning of spectacular art and hours

of walking, you’ll have an unrelenting appetite. Just down
the hill from Museo Botero on Calle 11, you’ll find two of
Bogotá’s best traditional restaurants, La Puerta Falsa (the
False Door) and Mama Lupe.
On weekdays, La Puerta Falsa fills with senators, judges,
and military brass who work in nearby office buildings. On
weekends, Bogotá residents drop by to satisfy their craving
for traditional cuisine.
Family-owned since 1816, La Puerta Falsa is the city’s
oldest eatery. It’s famous for its Santa Fe tamales, which
come packed with chicken, pork, beef, potatoes, and boiled
eggs steamed in plantain leaves.
A few doors down from La Puerta Falsa, you’ll find
the Mama Lupe restaurant, which specializes in ajiaco, a
chicken-and-potato soup invented in Bogotá.
Ajiaco is no plain-Jane bowl of soup. It contains three
types of potatoes—yellow, red, and white varieties—cilantro,
fresh garlic, and a special herb called guascas. Mama Lupe’s
serves ajiaco topped with fresh cream and an ear of corn,
along with a side order of rice and a slice of fresh avocado.
Both restaurants are easy on the pocketbook, with meals
priced at $5 or less.
Museo del Oro: If you ordered tamales
for lunch, you’ll need a good walk to kickstart your digestive system. So stroll down
to Parque de Santander, at the corner of
Carrera 5 and Calle 16, where you’ll find
Museo del Oro (The Gold Museum).
The collection of artifacts at Museo del
Oro includes more than 20,000 pieces of
pottery, clothing, and bones, along with
more than 30,000 solid-gold objects. It’s
downright mind-boggling. Exhibits trace
the history of 13 pre-Hispanic cultures,
exploring their religious beliefs, community
structures, industries, and social legacies.
Museo del Oro is spread out over
four floors—yes, there’s a lot to see—and each level
covers a different aspect of native culture. It also has an
Exploratorium—a hands-on hit with kids and adults alike—
and offers tours in Spanish, French, and English, Monday to
Saturday. See: Banrepcultural.org/museo-del-oro.
MAMBO: If contemporary art is your cup of tea, head
to Museo de Arte Moderno de Bogotá—affectionately
known as the MAMBO—located on Calle 26, just off
Carrera 7.
Visiting the neighborhood surrounding the MAMBO
is half the fun of going there. On weekends, the adjacent
Parque de la Independencia is the site of a huge flea market,
where you can buy everything from cheap household items

“Just down the
hill from the
Museo Botero
you’ll find two
of Bogota’s
best traditional
restaurants.”
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La Candelaria is Bogota’s historic center and
home to some of the city’s best museums.

to antique Pez dispensers. And just behind the museum lies the
Plaza de Toros, Bogotá’s bullfighting arena.
Discovering new artists is a grand adventure for me, and the
MAMBO never fails to deliver something exciting. Temporary
exhibits showcase photography, video art, paintings, and sculptures.
The MAMBO also hosts art workshops and has an auditorium
for film and live performances. To see what’s on display, go to:
Mambogota.com.
Dessert: By mid-afternoon, I often want something sweet and
refreshing, a craving I can only satisfy with ice cream. Just around
the corner from the MAMBO, at Carrera 7 and Calle 27, you’ll find
a Crepes & Waffles restaurant.
Crepes & Waffles is a Colombian sensation, with restaurants in
cities all over the country. It serves breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
Best of all, many Crepes & Waffles locations have an ice-cream
parlor.
For breakfast, you can enjoy mouthwatering dishes such as
scrambled eggs with smoked salmon or crepes and eggs smothered
with cream sauce. Lunch and dinner menus include homemade
pumpkin soup, artichoke-stuffed pitas, and crepes with calamari.
I’ve relished many delicious meals at Crepes & Waffles,
usually for $12 or less, but I keep going back for the desserts and
homemade ice creams. For something truly decadent, order a
waffle with fresh berries, smothered in chocolate sauce and topped
with fresh whipped cream. I usually keep it simple and go for a
homemade sugar cone with chocolate ice cream and lemon or
orange sorbet. See: Crepesywaffles.com.
Museo Nacional de Colombia: If you love great art and want
to know more about Colombia’s history, you won’t find a better
classroom than the Museo Nacional de Colombia. Located on
Carrera 7 at Calle 28, the museum holds more than 20,000 items,
ranging from military weaponry to contemporary paintings.

The first thing you’ll notice when you
approach is its imposing appearance. The
windowless exterior walls make the building
look more like a fortress than a museum.
In fact, the building served as the Central
Penitentiary of Cundinamarca before it held the
nation’s treasures.
Museo Nacional de Colombia’s permanent
galleries exhibit all types of objects, including
pre-Hispanic pottery, revolutionary uniforms,
and colonial-era household items. Temporary
exhibits keep the museum fresh, and past
exhibitions have included collections of
miniature portraits, Peruvian funeral textiles,
and soccer memorabilia collected from
players, journalists, coaches, and fans. See:
Museonacional.gov.co.
Dinner: As the sun sets over the capital and
visions of art and history dance in your head,
it’s time to relax and reminisce over fine food
and wine.
Diehard Bogotá foodies head to renowned
gastronomic districts, including Zona G,
Parque 93, and Zona T. Harry Sasson, one of
Colombia’s most celebrated chefs, operates a restaurant bearing his
name in the heart of Zona G (the “G” stands for gastronómico) on
Carrera 9 at Calle 75.
The restaurant occupies a Tudor-style mansion, with an eclectic
mix of dining environments. The lounge and dining rooms sport
a décor fitting the building’s original design, with wooden beams,
flowery wallpaper and crystal chandeliers. But my favorite spot
is the modern atrium, where you can enjoy the outdoor scenery
without the Bogotá chill.
The menu at Harry Sasson features Asian fusion dishes, many
including seafood delicacies, including octopus, squid, crab, and
tuna. You’ll also find modern renditions of Asian classics like duck
tenderloin and Japanese dumplings.
Sasson’s also boasts a selection of dishes cooked on a Japanesestyle Robata grill, which uses firewood to seal in the flavors of foods
such as pork chops, beef tenderloin, scallops, and chicken. And to
complement your meal, you can choose from a variety of European
and South American wines.
While Harry Sasson’s ranks among the best restaurants in
Bogotá, it won’t break the bank. Most meals cost between $17 and
$28. See: Harrysasson.com.
Salsa Dancing: If a big meal and glass of fine wine boosts your
energy level, slip on your dancing shoes and head over to Galería
Café Libro, one of Bogotá’s hottest salsa clubs, located at Parque
93.
The nightclub plays Caribbean, salsa, and Latin-jazz music, and
hosts live bands. From the outside, Galería Café Libro doesn’t look
very special, but once inside, you’ll enjoy two dance floors and an
exotic décor of live trees, bamboo rafters, and colorful lanterns.
The club caters to a more mature crowd than many Bogotá
nightspots and always extends a warm welcome and dance invitation
to foreign tourists and expatriates. See: Galeriacafelibro.com.co. n
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What brews in Buga?

The town of Buga
has come up with
its own Holy brew
to keep pilgrims
and tourists happy
claims author Michael Evans.

I

t’s Saturday night in Buga, Valle.
You may have passed through here
to Cali, but chances are you’ve never
stopped to look around. That’s a shame,
because Buga isn’t your average slice of
Colombia; even though it’s filled with
elegant colonial and Republican-era
buildings. It has a few things you don’t
find in most places like meter-long iguanas in the main plaza, a gigantic pink
church and a population obsessed with
creativity. It’s a town where newcomers
find a place at the table and where history and modernity stroll hand in hand.
A few blocks from the Basilica del
Señor de los Milagros, I peer through an
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open door. Strands of Christmas lights
adorn the railings, the kind you see in
some funky neighborhood bars along
the U.S. West Coast, and hand-painted designs embellish the walls. At the
top of the stairs, a poster with pictures
of pizzas, sandwiches and beer adorns
a wall. Written in bold type The Holy
Water Ale Café. It’s a name that tongueties locals, so folks affectionately call it
“The Holy.”
The Holy is more than a pub. It’s a
hostel/brewery, which produces a Holy
Water Ale. The beer’s name is a tonguein-cheek reference to the religious significance of Buga, the site of a miracle, supposedly. The Basilica displays an icon
of the miracle, referred to as the Black
Christ of Buga and a tourist attraction
which draws in the faithful and infirm
from all over Colombia.
Inside The Holy, large plants course
the walls, arched windows frame distant
colonial buildings, and original artwork
adorns. Glasses of various shapes and
sizes hang above an ornate bar and an
antique coffee machine reflects accent
lights, giving the tavern a chic ambience. Stefan Schnur, the bar’s owner,
and business partner, Clint Johnson,

are perched on barstools, chatting with
locals, as the voice of Amy Winehouse
emanates from speakers.
The Holy’s roots run long and deep,
to Port Townsend, Washington, where
Clint and Stefan first met. With backgrounds in construction and home renovation, they both enjoyed shooting the
breeze at a local beer garden. But Stefan
wasn’t content supping the suds of others’ beers, so he set up a home brewing
system, where he perfected his recipes.
Stefan isn’t new to starting trends
in faraway lands. He introduced Port
Townsend to the schwenker - a swinging, rotating grill which originated in
Germany, his homeland. Soon, schwenkers popped up in backyards all over
Port Townsend and “schwenker parties”
became the rage in summertime.
When The Holy opened its doors
in 2011, microbrew beer was a new concept for Buga, one that Stefan and Clint
thought wouldn’t go over well with locals. So they turned a few rooms of their
sprawling early 20th century building
into a hostel, hoping to attracted foreigners to Buga to drink their beer. Then
a used pizza oven helped turn this initiative in a bakery.
PAUTA-CITYPAPER-ARTESANO.pdf
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Offering a full menu was like adding
rocket fuel to the business. Locals pour
into The Holy to enjoy a glass of beer
and pizza they can’t find elsewhere in
Buga. Today, The Holy serves nine different beers, a dozen styles of pizza, a
host of sandwiches and items you can’t
find in other Buga eateries, such as hummus, baba ganoush and fleischkäse—a
Bavarian-style meatloaf. “The original
idea was to get foreign business, but as
it’s turned out, we get more local customers than tourists,” Stefan says.
A few restaurants in this town by
the Piedras River already serve Holy
Water Ale, and hotels are clamoring to get their hands on Buga’s new
brew.
As I sit at a corner table in The Holy’s main dining room, the waiter delivers a Holy Chicken pizza and a cold IPA.
Live music rings through the air, thanks
to a quartet of musicians, in town for a
chamber music festival. The lights are
low and the crowd is abuzz: a perfect way
to end a week in a town where Liberator Simon Bolivar used to kick up his
boots; and with all its hidden treasures,
including one of the best microbrews
I’ve enjoyed
south of California.
3/09/13
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Murillo: Mules in our midst

W

hen you drive into Murillo
on weekdays, its shuttered
windows and empty streets
may lead you to believe you’ve stumbled
upon the site of an alien abduction. The
town lies in the Tolima department,
about 10 miles east of the Nevado del
Ruíz volcano, the last community you’ll
pass through on the way to Los Nevados
National Park.
Founded in 1872, Murillo still has
a handful of rustic Republic era buildings, all brightly painted in tones of
orange, yellow, green, and blue. It’s
a place where the walls of a general
store hold decades of coarse history and creaky wooden floors intone
folk songs. Although the town boasts
around 100 businesses, you won’t find
chain stores or strip malls, and the surrounding area is devoted to cultivating
potatoes and tree tomatoes, and raising cattle, chicken, and pigs.
If you’d ventured to Murillo during the 1990s and early 2000s, you
would have found a community wearied by tensions between government
troops and the ELN, National Liberation Army. In 2001, rebels captured two police officers, including
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Writer Michael
Evans takes a road
trip to Murillo, a
town off the beaten path and which
time seems to have
passed by. With its
a lieutenant and held them captive
for weeks.
As recent as 2012, Murillo’s police station – situated in the town
square – looked like a frontline battleground position, with layers of
sandbags standing two meters tall
and a machine gunner at the ready.
But today, the sandbags are gone –
replaced with a new, fortified police
station – and townsfolk seem undisturbed by the past.

You’ll find all manner of animals
wandering Murillo’s streets, but it
might take a while to spot a two-legged
resident. The people are there, just indoors, trying to escape the chill of the
frequent fog. But on weekends, the
town comes alive - sort of - as farmers converge to restock supplies and
gather in hole in the wall bars for a
little social life.
In a country filled with unique
towns and villages, Murillo emerges

cold climate and
soft Andean light,
this corner of Tolima is old style
Colombia.

distinct, seemingly untouched by modernity. Sure, you’ll see electric lights,
cell phones, a few cars and motorcycles, and the occasional computer, but
overall, Murillo exists as it has for generations. Locals step out wearing heavy
wool ruanas and straw hats, dairy farm-

ers make home deliveries, and mules
carry crops to market.
The nippy air and ghostly feeling
of Murillo might give you the shivers,
but the townsfolk will bid you welcome and warm your spirit with their
stoic air of pride. It’s a town where

800 pesos will buy you a cup of coffee
and freshly baked pastry, and curious
residents will chat you up and invite
you to lunch.
Outsiders pass through Murillo
daily en route to the national park,
but few take the time to stop and

look around. However, savoring Murillo takes a bit of time. You’ll always
find picturesque landscapes of rolling
hills and pastures, and scenes from
times gone by, but if you stick around
a while, you’ll fall in love with Murillo’s inimitable innocence and quirky
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Authors authors
Short stories showcasing the work of aspiring writers hits the
city’s literary scene.

B

orn out of a writing group that
has met regularly at Authors
Bookstore since 2011, the 12
short stories featured in Authors
from Authors range in subject from
recent Colombian history to dystopian futures.
Author and writing group facilitator Tom Moffatt says writers are encouraged to write about whatever they
like, which has resulted in an eclectic
collection of stories. “There are stories
set in Colombia, there’s sci fi: many
genres and settings are covered. The
only thing in common is that the stories have all been discussed at Authors
over a glass of wine.”
To m s a y s o n e o f h i s f a vourite stories in the collection
is Monica Ramírez Hartmann’s
When the Fog Lifts. “It’s about a
woman who goes to a restaurant
in Milan called The Gates of Heaven.
It becomes a heavenly experience, the

story has really nice descriptions and
details.”
Another writer, Clara Irene Reyes,
tackles Colombia’s False Positives
scandal in her eponymous short story,
a sobering and powerful tale told from
the point of view of two narrators.
Moffat’s own contribution,
Donor, is a sci-fi tale about a man
who wakes up in a drugged haze having donated all his limbs and organs
for drug money and realises there’s
nothing left to sell. An aspiring children’s book author, Moffat believes
his short stories contain “darker remnants” that don’t make it into his children’s books.
The book is a chance for readers
to discover some new voices. “None
of us are professional writers but we
have all have something to say,” claims
Moffat. “It’s a passion; everyone who’s
doing it wants to be writing, and I
think you can tell that when you read
the stories.” The collection of stories
was printed by The English School.
Authors from Authors goes on
sale mid month at Authors Bookstore.
Copies are priced at $25,000 pesos.
If interested in becoming a member,
you may submit a piece of writing at
Authors (Calle 70 No.5-24).
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